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This spectral region corresponds to electronic transitions and combination or overtone vibrational transitions of many combustion-related molecules. Although these transitions are generally not strong, the potential for the industrial applications of the semi-conductor devices due to their compatibility with optical fibers, roomtemperature operation, compact size, and ruggedness provides a good motivation for the combustion community to utilize these devices extensively for absorption measurements. Because absorption by these transitions in the visible and near infrared regions is typically below 10-'/cm and often as low as 106/cm, multipath devices, such as Heriott cells are commonly used in laboratory experiments to yield sufficient products of absorption and path length for direct absorption measurements. Although such optical setups can be easily applied to configurations such as exhaust measurements, constraints of the measurements in practical, or prototype, combustors often require a simpler optical probe with a single short path length. Techniques for highly sensitive absorption measurements based on wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) meet such requirements. 2f detection is one of widely used WMS schemes, in which the diode laser wavelength is modulated at frequency f (from kHz to MHz) and the detector output is demodulated at the frequency 2 x f with lock-in amplifiers. Due tu the shifting of the detection band to higher frequencies to reduce the excess laser noise (l/f noise) and the derivative-like 2f signal generation to eliminate the baseline slope of detector output, the sensitivity of 2f detection is much improved up to of fractional absorbance, or higher.
The demodulated 2f signal must be calibrated. A number of reported quantitative concentration measurements with 2f detection rely on the calibrations of 2f signal peak values to known concentrations or at least to the direct absorbance'. Other measurements are made with species whose line-shape parameters are well known'. However, as we demonstrate in this paper, if the operational parameters of the diode laser are given, the line-shape, the temperature and the species concentration can simultaneously he determined by 2f detection signals of multiple transitions.
In this study we demonstrate in-situ quantitative measurements of temperature and OH radical concentration profiles in a post-flame region between premixed twin flames, and thus show the potential for use of diode-laser absorption spectroscopy as a combustion diagnostic tool. The diode laser used in this study is an external cavity diode laser (NewFocus Model 6328) operating near 1.5-U m. The laser frequency was modulated and slowly scanned across the absorption features simultaneously by applying a lkHz sinusoidal wave and a 0.15Hz sawtoothed signal onto the voltage input of the piezoelectric transducer attached to the tuning mirror of the laser cavity. The 2f signal was generated from absorption by two different overtone rovihrational transitions of OH, the PI 1.5 (v',v")=(2,0) ( Y 0=6421.354cm~') and the P5.5 (v',v")=(3,1) ( v 0=6434.613cm.1) transitions. The absorption occurred in the post flame region between propane-air premixed twin flames stabilized in a twodimensional laminar counter-flow burner (Tsuji burner3) with a 60 mm line-of-sight path length. Fig.1 shows the details of the counterfow burner and the positions of the laser beam. The measurements of the temperature and OH concentration profiles between the twin flames were performed by vertically traversing the burner while the beam position being fixed.
The temperature and the OH concentration profiles at different equivalence ratios ( Q =0.8 and 0.9) were determined by least-square fitting of theoretical 2f lineshapes to the experimental counterparts and by calculating the ratio of the line intensities of the two different OH transitions. The width of the OH lines, which was used for the calculation of the line shape as a function of temperature, was measured by tracing the modulation depth of the laser frequency that gives the maximum 2f signal intensity. As shown in Fig.2 , the measured temperature 0-7803-5661-6 / 99 / $10.00 0 1999 IEEE and OH concentration profiles between the stagnation point and the outer flame front at m = 0.9 were qualitatively consistent with two-dimensional numerical calculations. The numerical calculations were conducted using an augmented reduced mechanism4 of propane-air premixed combustion, which includes OH as principle species. Detailed quantitative analysis of the discrepancy between the measurements and calculations, including the cross-check of the measured temperature by Rayleigh scattering technique and numerical calculation using a detailed reaction mechanism, is in progress. Distance from stagnation point (mm) Fig.2 Comparison between the predicted and !measured profiles of temperature and OH concentration at B = 0.9
